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Solid

For over 50 years, Syndyne has served as an
essential supplier of quality products to the
pipe organ industry. With thousands of control
systems and millions of console components in
the field, Syndyne remains a trusted partner for a
majority of organ builders across the globe.

Supportive
Syndyne is perfectly sized to
serve the organ industry. We
are large enough to be there
when you need us, providing
fast lead times, custom order fulfillment, and long term
stability. Yet, we are focused
enough to optimize the needs
of the pipe organ industry,
while providing extremely
competitive pricing and a personalized touch to serve you.

Strong

Syndyne is a family owned and operated
company with core values that reflect the
passionate spirit associated with the “King of
Instruments.” Tirelessly pursuing quality and
reliability is ingrained into our progressive
nature. From the first stop control Syndyne
produced, to the impressive, reliable MS8400
Control System, manufacturing excellence
remains our primary goal.
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www.syndyne.com

Phone: (360) 256-8466
Fax: (360) 256-8208
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“

The bottom line is that the MS8400 serves organists on their level providing a
simple, yet powerful experience which puts control back into their hands.
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ith thousands of control systems in the
field, we have proven our system reliability
in the face of thunder storms, floods and
the long steady stress of time. The MS8400 Master
System is solid, delivers impressive driving capacity,
comes housed in an expandable steel chassis and
features aluminum extrusion reinforced circuit boards.
The communication protocol we use to connect our
system was originally developed to keep airplanes
in the sky and commercial trucks safely on the road.
During the MS8400 development process we used
extensive industry feedback and years of system history
to build upon previous strengths, overcome previous
weaknesses and add impressive new features. The
final result; happier organists, congregations, curators,
and organ builders.

he Master System is packed with incredible features and
functionality, yet it is easy to install, configure and operate with
no PC required. The stylish touch screen and friendly organist
interface makes navigation simple. This is a major improvement over
the cryptic and cumbersome displays required by other systems.
However, in situations where symplicity or historical preservation is
crucial, the MS8400 can be simplified even more to operate exclusively
by mechanical controls and rotary switches. The bottom line is that the
MS8400 serves organists on their level, providing a simple, yet powerful
experience which puts control back into their hands. In doing this, we
empower organists to make beautiful music on the most remarkable
instrument the world has ever known, the pipe organ.
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